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Word Meaning
Directions:  Highlight the prefix in each word.  
Then, use your knowlege of words or a dictionary to record the definition of the word.
Last, create an illustration for the word to help you remember its meaning.

Understanding prefixes is important to 
learning the meaning of new words. CON               with or together

Word Meaning Illustration

1. connect

2. construct

3. conference

4. concoct

5. convince

Prefix Study: Con

to link with another

to put together the parts to 
build something

a meeting that brings people 
together

to create by mixing ingredients 
together

to get someone to agree with 
you

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary
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Sentence Completion
Directions:  Complete the following sentences with the correct word from the Word Bank.  

1. My best friend tried to __________________ me to join the volleyball team.

2. Tonight, I will __________________ a new type of meal with hamburger meat and sauce.

3. The pieces of the puzzle __________________ in a specific way.

4. Our STEM challenge was to __________________ a building using only straws and marshmallows.

5. A __________________ about pollution was being held in the building.

True or False
Directions:  Read each sentence and decide if each word is used correctly.  Circle True or False.

1. True    False        To connect the dots, you must draw a line between them.

2. True    False        The workers construct a home when they put the pieces together to build it.

3. True    False        A conference is when people work independently and alone.

4. True    False        The chef can concoct a new meal by mixing together several types of vegetables.

5. True    False        When you successfully convince me, I will not agree with you.

Word Bank
connect

construct
conference

concoct
convince

Understanding prefixes is important to 
learning the meaning of new words. CON               with or together

Prefix Study: Con

convince

concoct

connect

construct

conference
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